Your players and Ocean Spin™ were mermaid for each other.
An undersea adventure with over-the-top ROI awaits! Konami Gaming, Inc.’s latest premium
slot experience makes waves with linked progressive action and three incredible base games:
Kingdom’s Treasures™, Pirate’s Riches™, and Mighty Shark™. Available only in the DIMENSION
49J ™ cabinet, this one brings players the bounty of the sea with the new original Ocean Spin
Feature and Wheel Bonus. Dive in!

SECTION 1: OVERVIEW

GAME PLAY

Linked Progressive Jackpot • Two Standalone Bonus Jackpots
Wheel Bonus • Ocean Spin Feature

OCEAN SPIN FEATURE
The symbol-driven Ocean Spin feature is awarded when any 3 or more scatter symbols
land. Floating prize bubbles that wander fluidly across all screens become a horizontal
wheel-spin that runs across all connected cabinets. The awarded player can win any
one of the following:
• Credit Prizes: Various credit prize amounts that scale according to player bet.
• Major Bonus or Mini Bonus: Fixed amounts scaled to player bet.
• Mega Jackpot or Maxi Jackpot: Linked progressive amounts with higher odds at higher bets.
• Free Games: Depending on the base game, players can win 5 to 30 free games during
the Ocean Spin feature. Pirate’s Riches adds an additional trigger symbol during free
games, increasing the odds of the wheel bonus. In Kingdom’s Treasures, players can win
additional free games with only two or more scatter symbols. It’s an ocean of possibilities!

WHEEL BONUS
Here’s a deep dive: Players earn credit prizes emblazoned on coin symbols, which are
claimed in conjunction with the Wheel Bonus. During primary play, bonus credit prizes
are based on the total accumulated in a single spin. In free games, however, bonus
credit prizes accumulate for the duration of the feature. The wheel bonus is a chance
to spin for credit prizes multiplied by the wheel multipliers shown above the reels.

Ocean Spin Feature

Wheel Bonus

SECTION 2: GAME PLAY

BASE GAMES

Prepare for an abundance of spins, fins, and happy grins
with this pair of games of your slot floor.

Players dive for sunken treasure in a colorful underwater world. No need to hold your
breath—it’s easy to seek out the loot with a free games feature that can be triggered
with just two symbols.

Aaaarrrrghhhh your players ready to walk the plank to payouts? They’ll explore a sunken
ship and shiver their timbers with additional trigger symbols added to the reels during
the free game feature.

Gripping animation drives this undersea hunt, where a lurking great white shark swims
overhead, waiting for a chance to go on a reel feeding frenzy.

SECTION 3: BASE GAMES

DIMENSIONS & SPECS

Ocean Spin is the linked progressive underwater adventure series with special
wheel spin bonuses, buoyed by the incredible DIMENSION 49J cabinet.
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SECTION 4: DIMENSIONS & SPECS

